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Bottoms Up

From the Editor.......
Craft beer is booming in South Africa. The very
fact that you're reading this magazine suggests
that you know that already. But what's happening
on the rest of the continent? We know craft beer
has reached at least half a dozen other African
nations and in this issue we take you to one of
Africa's most interesting microbreweries. Join
Markus Korhonen on page 24 to take a sip of
sorghum beer with a difference in Ghana's
capital, Accra. Back in South Africa, regular
contributor Thandi Guilherme travels to the
northern Free State (page 27) to visit two brand new breweries – and to drive
around a few circles in her hometown, Welkom.
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South Africa is striving to keep up with global beer trends and in this issue we
follow some of the most notable happenings in the local beer scene: on page 20
Jennifer Campbell delves into collab culture; Murray Slater grills ex-winemakersturned-brewers on page 45 and on page 40 I take a look at the murkiest beer
style to hit our shores since Jan van Riebeeck tried his hand at homebrewing –
the New England IPA.
But beer isn't the only trend enveloping the SA craft drinks sector. It seems
hardly a day goes by without hearing about a brand new gin or
vodka or whisky being distilled
somewhere in the country. On
page 34 Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela
goes behind the scenes at the recent
Southern African Craft Distillers
Institute conference to ﬁnd out
what's happening in the spirit world.
The craft beer industry is all about
sharing and collaboration and we want
to hear your tales. Whether you've
unearthed an unheard-of microbrewery
in rural Angola, suffered a homebrewing
disaster or just want to tell us what you
think of the mag, we look forward to
hearing your stories, hopefully over a nice
cold pint of something.
Cheers!
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dedicated beer publication – a
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proverbial toe into the mash
tun. Each issue will be ﬁlled
with beer news from around
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relevant world beer news to
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drinkers have their ﬁnger on
the global beer pulse.
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Specialised Dispense Systems (Pty) Ltd manufactures,
imports, sells, installs & services a complete range of
refrigeration & catering equipment for the African
market. Excellence in service is a fundamental
criteria for success in today’s market.
We provide a value added service with
continuous market research, product
development, marketing, sales
& quality after sales service,
enabling us to provide total
customer satisfaction.

Copper Flute & Drip Tray

Drip Tray

VinService HE90 Cooler

30L DIN Keg

ALSO AVAILABLE

ALSO AVAILABLE

ALSO AVAILABLE

Flooded Towers
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Cobra style

Standard drip trays

1-8
LINE COOLERS
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Copper

Cut-away drip trays

(Gold / Chrome ﬁnish)

Various sizes & speciﬁcations

Slimline or Euro keg with
Micromatic G,A,S,M or
U-Type Spears
Customised branding

STOCKISTS OF:
Tubing | Python | Push-ﬁttings | Tube cutters | Clamps | Cold plates | FOB’s | Primary regulators | Secondary regulators
Pressure hoses | Agitator pumps | Thermostats | Ice bank controls | Kegs | Sanitising canisters | Corny canisters
Line cleaning products | Fan motors | etc.
SALES · SERVICE · ASSET MANAGEMENT

CAPE TOWN

JOHANNESBURG

021 706 7472

sales@dispense.co.za

011 822 4800

DURBAN
031 700 2601

www.dispense.co.za

Contributors in this issue
Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela is the Managing Director at
Brewster's Craft Pty Ltd and BrewMaster/shareholder
at Brewhogs Microbrewery. Apiwe is a Certiﬁed BJCP
judge and accredited training provider by the Institute
of Brewing & Distilling and by the Siebel Institute of
Technology.
Markus Korhonen is the founder and brewer at
Bespoke Brews, where he crafts individualised beers
for his clients. He regularly conducts home brewing
workshops at his local home brew store.

Jennifer Campbell is a writer based in Cape Town.
She became immersed in the craft beer scene quite by
accident, when her partner took up home brewing, and
now often ﬁnds herself trying a local ale or two in small
towns around the country.

Murray Slater. A foot soldier in the Great Beer
Revolution. Beer Whisperer at Beerhouse, a Bachelor of
Journalism ( BJourn, Rhodes), qualiﬁed beer judge
(BJCP), magazine columnist and contributor (FHM,
Imbibe UK), restaurant and bar owner ( Powderkeg
Diplomacy, London)
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Marcel Harper is a beer geek who's been brewing for
more than a decade and still gets things wrong all the
time. He teaches brewing, writes, and spends more
money on beer than is wise. Reach him at:
harper@unﬁltrd.net. Find him at: Beginnerbrewer.com.
You can listen to his podcast about beer and geekery:
Scum, Beer & Villainy, on iTunes.
Thandi Guilherme is on a mission to taste every beer in
the world. She's documenting this thirsty work on her
site, CraftGeek. She runs some corporate events &
brewery tours too. Thandi is a novice brewer and will
deﬁnitely own a pub one day. Find her at craftgeek.co.za.

Jaco & BAAA-chus This drinking duo has been around
pubs, breweries and festivals from 2012 - a year after
Jaco started home brewing. In 2014 they won 2nd place
in the National Homebrew Competition and joined the
BJCP organisation as a judge. Find them on
RateBeer.com as “AtronSeige” where they have 1400+
unique ratings.

EVENTS CALENDAR
March
11th: International Women's Collaboration Brew Day, Afro
Caribbean Brewing Co., Cape Town. 9am-5pm.
facebook.com/Afrocaribbeanbrewingco
11th: International Women's Collaboration Brew Day,
BrewCraft, Jet Park, Johannesburg. 9am-5pm.
17th- 19th: Brewing Beyond the Basics,
Afro Caribbean Brewing Co., Cape Town.
Course fee R2150
brewmistress.co.za/brewing-beyond-the-basic

April
1st: Fools & Fans Beer Festival,
Moravian Hall, Greyton. 11am-6pm.
Tickets R100.

2nd: SouthYeasters Summer Fest,
Newlands Brewery, Cape Town. 11am-4pm.
Tickets R120
Southyeasters.co.za
7th- 8th: SA on Tap,
Montecasino, Johannesburg.
Tickets R130
saontap.co.za

May
5th-7th: Craft Brewers Powwow,
Hotel Verde, Cape Town.
Weekend tickets R1500
Craftbrewerspowwow.co.za
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Brewers' Directory
BREWERY

BREWER/OWNER

TOWN

EMAIL

TEL. NO.

WEBSITE

Eastern Cape
Brewery on the Beach

Ivan Beukes

Jeﬀreys Bay

info@breweryonthebeach.co.za

082 444 7690 breweryonthebeach.co.za

Bridge Street Brewery

Grant Davies

Port Elizabeth

info@bridgestreet.co.za

041 581 0361

Daxi's Craft Brewery

Craig Mayhew

East London

craig@3i.co.za

043 736 1336 www.facebook/
daxi'scraftbrewery

Brewhogs

Apiwe Nxusani Mawela,
Mike Martin

Kyalami

info@brewhogs.co.za

011 466 0746

brewhogs.co.za

Soweto Gold Brewery

Ndumiso Madlala

Soweto, JHB

brewmaster@sowetogold.co.za

011 982 1093

sowetogold.co.za

Lions River Craft
Brewery

Ronald McClelland/
Devin McClelland

Lions River

macsas@mweb.co.za

083 775 8549 lionsriverbrewery.co.za

Nottingham Road
Brewing Co

Peter Dean/Thulani
Memela/ John Morrow

Nottingham Road brewery@rawdons.co.za

033 266 6728 nottsbrewery.co.za

Luca Tooley

Haenertsburg

zwakalabrewery@gmail.com

073 791 6797

Anvil Ale House

Theo de Beer

Dullstroom

debeerman@gmail.com

073 168 6603 anvilbrewery.com

Sabie Brewing Co

Shaun McCartney

Sabie

brewer@sabiebrewery.com

013 764 1005 sabiebrewery.co.za

Dewald Hattingh

Parys

mail@dogandﬁgbrewery.com

076 180 6521 dogandﬁgbrewery.com

Birkenhead Brewery

Benson Macupe

Stanford

reservations@birkenhead.co.za

028 3410 013 walkerbayestate.com

Cederberg Brewery

Alex Nel & David
Nieuwoudt

Clanwilliam

info@cederbergbrewery.com

027 482 2827 cederbergbrewery.com

Citizen Beer

Gary Pnematicatos

Cape Town

gary@citizenbeer.co.za

072 657 9851 citizenbeer.co.za

Darling Brewery

Kevin & Philippa Wood

Darling

philippa@darlingbrew.co.za

021 286 1099 darlingbrew.co.za

Devils Peak Brewing Co

JC Steyn

Cape Town

info@devilspeakbrewing.co.za

087 230 0106 devilspeakbrewing.co.za

bridgestreet.co.za

Gauteng

KZN

Limpopo
Zwakala Brewery

zwakalabrewery.co.za

Mpumalanga

North West
The Dog & Fig Brewery

Western Cape
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BREWERY

BREWER/OWNER

TOWN

EMAIL

TEL. NO.

WEBSITE

Western Cape (continued)
Dissident Brewing Co

Shawn Duthie

Cape Town

shawn@dissident.beer

072 684 8508 dissident.beer

Drifter Brewing Co

Nicholas Bush

Cape Town

nick@drifterbrewing.co.za

074 174 9902 drifterbrewing.co.za

Hoghouse
Brewing Co

Byron Damonze

Cape Town

beer@hhbc.co.za

021 810 4545 hhbc.co.za

Indie Ale Brewery

Bernard Kruger

Porterville

info@ibsco.co.za

076 599 5995 indieale.co.za

Kings Craft Brewing Co

Michael Redington

Cape Town

michael@kingscraftbeer.co.za

082 332 7839 kingscraftbeer.co.za

Nieuw Brew

Tania & Melanie
Nieuwoudt

Cederberg

tania@nieuwbrew.co.za

027 4822807 nieuwbrew.co.za

Old Potters Brewhouse

Braam Rademeyer/
Trevor Gerntholtz

Greyton

tgerntholtz@gmail.com

078 802 0006 oldpottersinn.co.za

Riot Beer

Marc Fourie

Cape Town

tastingroom@riotbeer.co.za

079 164 3798 riotbeer.co.za

Saggy Stone Brewing
Company

Adrian Robinson

Robertson

info@saggystone.co.za

083 453 3526 saggystone.co.za

South Cape Breweries

Marius Schonken

Mosselbay

info@southcapebreweries.co.za

083 215 2827 southcapebreweries.co.za

Wild Clover Breweries

Ampie Kruger

Stellenbosch

info@wildcloverbreweries.co.za

021 300 0370 wildcloverbreweries.co.za

Homebrewers' Diary
MARCH
SOUTHYEASTERS MONTHLY MEETING, Brewers Co-op, Woodstock. 6.30pm.
9th People's
choice competition - entry fee R30 (free for club members).
16th

HELDERBERG HOMEBREWERS MEETING, Triggerﬁsh Brewing, Somerset West. 6pm.
Entrance R50.

18th

EAST COAST BREWERS MEETING, Nottingham Road Brewery, Midlands. 12.30pm.
Beer and burger special, tasting of beers from Notties and Frontier Beer Co. Bring homebrew to share!

30th

DURBAN HOMEBREWERS CLUB MEETING, Musketeers German Club, Westville.
Announcement of ﬁrst quarter brew to style winners. Bring tasters and traders!

30th

WORT HOGS EAST RAND MEETING, Werner's Bistro, Bedfordview. 6.30pm. Guest speaker is Russell Rimmer, from Jo'burg Water.
Bring beers for the league tasting. Entrance R120 (members), R150 (guests), including dinner.

APRIL
HOGS HARTIES, Lazy Lizard Brewhouse, Broederstroom. 10am.
1st WORT
April Fools Brew Day. Bring your gear and come and brew some beer.
2nd

For m
ore in
fo

5th

SOUTHYEASTERS SUMMER FEST, Newlands Brewery, Newlands. 11am-4pm.
Taste innovative homebrew from 30+ brewers. Kids' play area, food trucks and DJ. Tickets R120.
BREWERS OF EDEN MEETING, Blind Pig, Wilderness. 6pm.
Visiting brewers are welcome and encouraged to bring along beers for tasting.

11th

WORT HOGS MEETING, Copperlake Brewpub, Broadacres. 6.30pm.
Entrance R120, which includes a meal, a draught beer, brewers' talk and the league tasting.

12th

SOUTHYEASTERS MONTHLY MEETING, Afro Caribbean Brewing Co., Kenilworth. 6.30pm.
Bring some homebrew to taste. Speaker TBC.

20th

HELDERBERG HOMEBREWERS MEETING, Red Sky Brewery, Gordon's Bay. 6pm. Entrance R50.

22nd

EAST COAST BREWERS MEETING, 100 Hills Chef School, Botha's Hill. 12pm.
Short talk on Easy Brewing Water Chemistry. Bring homebrew to share!

25th

DURBAN HOMEBREWERS CLUB MEETING, S43 (Home of That Brewing Co), Durban. 6pm.
Social meet with a quick tour of the brewery. Bring tasters, traders, a hunger and a thirst!

MAY
3rd

WORT HOGS MEETING, TJ Billies, Northcliff. 7.30pm. Brendan Hart of Frontier Beer will present their Hop Art Project.
Entrance R120 (members), R150 (guests) including dinner.

10th

SOUTHYEASTERS MONTHLY MEETING, Beerhouse, Cape Town. 6.30pm.
Winners of the annual homebrewers league announced.

18th

HELDERBERG HOMEBREWERS MEETING, Triggerﬁsh Brewing, Somerset West. 6pm. Entrance R50.

24th

DURBAN HOMEBREWERS CLUB MEETING, Stoker's Arms, Kloof. 6pm.
Social meet with a focus on tasting. Bring a friend and some beers to trade and taste.

25th

WORT HOGS EAST RAND MEETING, Werner's Bistro, Bedfordview. 6.30pm.
Guest speakers Danie Odendaal, discussing consistency in homebrewing and Brendan Hart of Frontier Beer, presenting their Hop Art project.
Bring beers for the league tasting. Entrance R120 (members), R150 (guests), including dinner.

Durban Home Brewers facebook.com/durbanhomebrewers
East Coast Brewers (KZN)facebook.com/groups/eastcoastbrewers
Eden Brewers (Garden Route) facebook.com/Eden-Brewers-Club1741841132720415
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Helderberg Brewers facebook.com/groups/helderberghomebrew
SouthYeasters (Cape Town) southyeasters.co.za
Wort Hogs (Gauteng/North West) worthogbrewers.co.za
Yeastern Cape Brew Club facebook.com/yeasterncape

MANGROVE JACK’S
CRAFT SERIES STAINLESS STEEL
FERMENTER

FERMENT WITH STAINLESS STEEL LIKE THE PROS!
• 25L capacity fermenter
• High grade #304, scratch resistant, stainless steel body
• Handles for easy lifting of the fermenter
• Seamless inside finish for easy cleaning to prevent contamination
• Litre measurement stamped on inside body of fermenter
• Tap compatible with brew bottler for easy bottling

ü
ü

VISIT

WWW.ONTAPMAG.CO.ZA

TO SUBSCRIBE!

event recap

Hillcrest Tops Ales for Tails
Festival gets tails wagging
Megan Gemmell
to On Tap Magazine, and a copy of The
Beer Book.
It was wonderful to chat to all the
brewers over the course of the day,
ranging from newbie brewers to
experienced veterans, all of them proud
of their creations. And they should be
proud. The quality of beer served on the
day was fantastic, and a clear indication
of the progress home brewing has
made.

Brewers doing it for charity at the Durban Hillcrest Tops Ales for Tails festival

S

ipping on delicious brews while at
the same time supporting a great
cause – it's just about the perfect
way to spend a day. The Hillcrest Tops
Ales for Tails beer festival, held on the
16th December 2016, was organised by
the Durban Homebrewers Club, in
support of the Kloof & Highway SPCA.
The Durban homebrewers pledged their
best brews, and all proceeds from the
day went towards the SPCA. The
brewers put their top beers forward, but
the people's choice award went to
Warrick Van Den Heever for Zombie
Resurrection (APA). After chatting to
Warrick, I can certainly believe his win.
His enthusiasm and thirst for knowledge
about anything beer or brewing related is
infectious. Thankfully, this brew will
soon be available to a wider audience –
part of the prize is to brew a large batch
of the winning beer at Porcupine Quill
Brewing Company.

The day was a resounding success, with
an amazing R68 140 raised from the
beer, food and rafﬂe ticket sales. Werner
van Deventer was the envy of the
festival after winning the rafﬂe prize, a
whopping 291 craft beers, sponsored by
a number of South African craft
breweries, as well as a year's subscription

I hope this festival goes from strength to
strength. It gives the brewers a fantastic
opportunity to show off their skills, get
valuable feedback from drinkers
(especially since many of the home
brewers are keen to scale up
production), and all the while supporting
the great cause that is the SPCA. Warren
Eades, the organiser of the festival, is
hoping to hold fundraisers like this
around the country in the very near
future. He urges any brew clubs,
brewers, breweries and sponsors to get
involved (warren@alesfortails.co.za).
You can also check out their Facebook
page, Ales for Tails.
On Tap

Durban homebrewers pledged their best brews with all proceeds going to the SPCA
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Owl & Hare

brew news

What’s been
happening in
the world
of beer

NEW BREWS
Black Eagle/Little Wolf Salt of the Earth Gose
(3.5%)
Brewhogs Lite Lager (3.5%)
Clockwork Brewhouse Elderﬂower Golden Ale
(4.5%)
Frontier/ Stimela Barrel-Aged Wild Saison
Nottingham Road Swinging
Samango Mango Ale (4.1%)
Nottingham Road Wobbling Wombat Summer
Ale (4.1%)
Nottingham Road Pickled Pig Cappuccino
Porter (4.5%)
Poison City The Kiﬀ (Belgian Wit) (4.7%)
Poison City The Other Bird (Czech Dark Lager)
(5.1%)
Tuk Tuk Hallertau Blanc Single Hop Golden Ale
(4%)
New imports
Innis & Gunn Lager (4.6%)

British beer writer visits South Africa
Tim Webb, co-author of The World
Atlas of Beer, recently spent time
travelling and sipping across South
Africa. Speaking at Hop School, held in
Cape Town and Johannesburg, Webb
told brewers to be wary of playing it
safe. “Don't do tame beer,” he said. “If
you give people "craft light" they can
easily retreat to the mass produced
stuff.” Webb went on to praise the South
African craft beer industry as a whole,
calling this a country of “fast learners”.
He also urged more brewers to utilise
local ingredients in their brews in order
to create styles that are truly South
African.
Hop school was organised by Africa
Hops and also featured short talks from
John Willetts and Phil Lowry of UKbased Simply Hops.
Beer lovers celebrate the ﬁrst South
African National Beer Day
The ﬁrst South African National Beer
Day was celebrated across the country
on February 4th. More than 50 events
were held at breweries, bars, restaurants
and bottle stores, with events staged in
eight of the nine provinces. Events
included everything from free tastings
and food specials, to open tap events,
brew days and mini festivals.

Liefmans Yell'oh On The Rocks (3.8%)
Mikkeller American Dream (4.6%)
Mikkeller Green Gold (7%)
Mikkeller Peter Pale & Mary (4.6%)

#SheLovesBeer campaign honours
local ladies in Collectable campaign
March sees the launch of ﬁve limited
edition beers as part of the
#SheLovesBeer Collectables campaign.
Organisers Hayley Slater and Eve
Pennington have recruited ﬁve breweries
– Mad Giant, Agar's, Copperlake, Drifter
and Apollo – and paired them with ﬁve
muses who Slater refers to as “ordinary
women doing extraordinary things”. The
beers will be available at all branches of
Beerhouse as well as in the March
League of Beers mixed case. For each
bottle sold, R2 will go towards funding
the SheLovesBeer bursary, which aims to
develop empowered female brewing
professionals. The beers will launch at
Beerhouse Fourways on March 1st and
Beerhouse on Long on March 8th.

Just Brewing moves to new premises
Boksburg-based Just Brewing Company
has moved to new premises and opened
a tap room. Previously based in an
industrial complex, the family-run
brewery has moved to the
Modderfontein Nature Reserve. Food is
available and there are regular special
events, plus a jungle gym for kids and a
mountain biking trail for big kids. The
brewhouse is currently being upgraded,
with a 1000-litre system scheduled to be
up and running by the end of the year.
_______________________________

Correction: In the Summer 2016 issue of On
Tap, we incorrectly listed the statistics for
RateBeer. As of January 2017, RateBeer had
8,058,461 beer ratings; 26,435 breweries and
471,564 beers listed.
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In brief
The event will be celebrated each year
on the ﬁrst Saturday in February.

Long Beach now contract brewed
The Noordhoek-based brand has been
bought out by local businessmen

Delﬁno De Sousa and Anthony Montagu-Fryer. The Bombshell
Blonde, Green Room IPA and Deep Water Porter will now be
contract brewed at Coalition Brewing Company in nearby
Kommetjie.
Breweries for sale
Three South African microbreweries have announced their
intentions to sell so far this year. Flagship Brewery in Riebeek
Kasteel, Chameleon Brewhouse in Hartebeespoort and
Krugerbrau in Sasolburg are looking to sell their equipment,
brand and in some cases, premises.
Belgian beer culture recognised by UNESCO
Late last year, Belgium's beer culture was recognised as being
such a crucial part of local life that it was adopted as “intangible
cultural heritage” by the inter-governmental committee at
UNESCO. So now you can drink beer in the name of culture on
your next European trip!
Fraser's Folly opens
tap room at Black
Oystercatcher winery
Africa's southernmost
brewery has moved a
little further north.
Fraser's Folly launched
its new taproom at
Black Oystercatcher near Elim in the Overberg. The farm has a
restaurant and accommodation as well as beer and wine tasting.
The Italian Job Brewery launches

Best known for importing and installing Spadoni brewing systems
from Italy, the Viglietti family has now opened its own brewery.
The Italian Job Brewery is based at Viglietti Industries HQ in
Kuils River, Western Cape. The brewery launched late last year
with a pilsner, weissbier and amber ale. Expect an IPA to join the
range in the near future.
On Tap

The

Brewers

Association:

here to help South African brewers

Brewers Association CEO, Bob Pease

The Brewers Association is a not-forproﬁt trade association dedicated to
promoting and protecting American
craft brewers, their beers and the
community of brewing enthusiasts.
President and CEO Bob Pease
talks to On Tap about the role of
the Brewers Association and offers
advice to South African breweries
looking to grow their business.

T

he Brewers Association
focuses on educating
and informing
international brewers, trade and
media about the quality,
innovation and diversity of US craft
beers through events, trade shows,
seminars, tastings, exhibitions,
publications and much more. We
welcome breweries from all over the
world as members of the Brewers
Association and encourage you to
explore the wealth of free resources
and brewing advice available on our
website.
The growing expertise of South
African breweries is evident and the
BA encourages you to enter the World
Beer Cup® 2018, the most prestigious
beer competition in the world. Often
referred to as 'the Olympics of Beer
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Competitions' this bi-annual global
event promotes brewing excellence
and creates greater consumer
awareness about different beer styles
and ﬂavours. It takes place at the Craft
Brewers Conference, Nashville,
Tennessee 30 April – 3 May 2018. The
2016 competition attracted 6,596 beers
from 1,907 breweries representing 55
countries and was judged by an elite
international panel of 253 judges from
31 countries.
South African breweries are also
welcome to attend this year's Craft
Brewers Conference in Washington
DC, 10-13 April 2017, the number one
event in North America for
concentrated, affordable brewing
education and idea-sharing to improve
brewery quality and performance. It
offers 70 educational seminars across
11 tracks and is attending by 14,000+
brewing industry professionals.
American craft beer is perceived to
lead the world in the development of
new beer styles, new ﬂavours and
greater diversity. The reputation of
the American craft beer industry, and
indeed South Africa's beer industry
too, relies on the ability to consistently
deliver a quality product that satisﬁes
the beer drinker day in day out. There
are now more than 5,000 small and
independent craft breweries in the

FREE ONLINE
RESOURCES

brewery observes due
States with at
Check out the wealth of free
diligence and adheres
least two new
resources available to download
to strict standards of
ventures
at www.brewersassociation.org
quality management,
opening daily.
regarding brewing tips and
greater choice on the
In the US, craft
advice on everything from
market is good for
beer sales
quality control to food and
beer pairing.
the industry and
account for 12%
good for the beer
by volume of all
drinker. We believe a
beer sales and
rising tide ﬂoats all boats.
global exports were up 16% in 2015
(latest ﬁgures available).
So what is driving this upward
trajectory both in the States and
We work collaboratively with all
globally? Firstly, as mentioned
elements of the supply chain from
above the beer drinker is at the heart
brewers and packagers to retailers
of craft beer's rise. Secondly, the
and ﬁnally servers to maintain a
quality of the product. Beer
uniﬁed and coherent approach to
drinkers are highly adventurous and
achieving a quality end product.
demand ever more distinctive and
The craft beer revolution is being
diverse beers. In a recent Nielsen
driven by the beer drinker, not the
survey commissioned by the Brewers
importer, not the retailer and not
Association, 33% of craft drinkers in
even the brewer, so it is absolutely
the US said they would purchase
imperative that he or she enjoys a
more craft beer if there were more
positive drinking experience every
varieties available and over half
time.
(51%) said when selecting a beer to
order at a bar or restaurant that it
was very or somewhat important to
order a beer they had not tried
before.

‘ We believe a
rising tide ﬂoats
all boats.’

We are often asked if the rate at
which US brewers are opening is
sustainable. My answer is an
unequivocal 'yes'. As long as every

American craft brewers have spent
the last 30-40 years honing their
skills in perfecting craft beers and
this is reﬂected in the high quality
and diversity of their beers. Craft
brewers are likewise adventurous and

discerning and like nothing better
than to discover the next big style,
but it is absolutely imperative that
every brewer, no matter how big or
small, should have a quality control
programme in place. All beer should
be date or lot coded for full
traceability and brewers should be
realistic about a beer's shelf life
without cutting corners for
convenience or commercial gain.
Not only is your reputation on the
line but that of the South African
brewing industry and the global
brewing industry too. Exposure to
oxygen and warm temperatures can
affect a beer's ﬂavour stability. This
is true from brewing to packaging
through to consumption. Beer
drinkers are becoming ever more
educated in what constitutes
appropriate ﬂavour and freshness in
beer, but it is the brewer who must
dictate the shelf life, given an
understanding of the average
conditions their beers will see in the
trade.
Those brewers who offer greater
differentiation and diversity will
stand out but, remember, consistent
product quality is absolutely crucial.
It is no good discovering the next
big ﬂavour if a beer is warm-stored
half way through the supply chain
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and reaches the beer drinker in poor condition. A bad
experience may put off a potential craft drinker for life.
Beer quality is measured by a complex set of sensory
characteristics including appearance, aroma, taste and
texture. Understanding how the sensory proﬁle can
deteriorate with age is critical to delivering a consistently
fresh product. Generally, beer stored unchilled for one
day is the equivalent of one week chilled.
The perception of
craft beer continues
to rise and over the
last couple of years
over three quarters
of drinkers (Nielsen)
say it is better than it
was before. Craft
beer is a perishable
product and should reach the beer drinker looking and
tasting as the brewer intended. Quality and freshness
lead when it comes to choosing a craft beer.

‘ A bad experience
may put off a
potential craft
drinker for life.’

Diversity of style and a strict adherence to quality are
hallmarks of small and independent craft brewers. They
continue to push the boundaries of brewing innovation
and expertise in order to meet growing demand for
choice amongst today's beer drinkers. As long as this
demand continues, the global craft beer industry will
continue to thrive.
On Tap

Photos reproduced courtesy of the Brewers Association

Find out more
World Beer Cup:
www.worldbeercup.org

American Homebrewers Association:
www.homebrewersassociation.org

Craft Brewers Conference:
www.craftbrewersconference.com
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The

Power
of Collaboration
Collab culture has landed in South Africa, with several local breweries joining forces to create beers that are
fresh and original. Jennifer Campbell chats to the brewers and sips some of their collaborative beers.

T

he emergence of collaborations in the craft beer
industry represents a community spirit that's
characterised by a sense of fun, and a willingness to
experiment and learn. JC Steyn, head brewer at Devil's Peak
Brewing Company, argues that the industry should be seen as a
collective rather than many separate breweries ﬁghting for sales
and market domination: “We all take inspiration from each
other and admire the products our fellow brewers make,” says
Steyn. “When undertaking a collab, brewers try to combine

Deep South Double IPA
Jack Black Brewing Company and
Lakeside Beerworks recently came
together to create the Deep South IPA
especially for the 2016 Cape Town
Festival of Beer. The result, says Frans
Van Staden of Jack Black, is best
described as “a monster, with a rich malt
complexity and a hard hitting hoppy
bitterness, clocking in at just over 8%
ABV and 89 IBUs.” Back in 2014, the
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their strengths and expertise. Making beer is a constant
learning curve and by collaborating, brewers get to exchange
ideas, brainstorm together and express passion for styles and
techniques.”
In a relatively new South African industry, collaborations
expose the craft beer market to new and exciting ﬂavours.
Some of the latest creations are bold and innovative – I took
look at some of these team efforts and found out what
inspired them.

two breweries started an annual tradition
of brewing a small batch for the festival,
and the collaborations have become an
expression of two breweries getting
together to create something they would
normally not do alone. The result?
“Pretty damn tasty!” says Van Staden.
Beyond that, these collab brews play an
essential role in the craft beer
community. “In a new and growing
industry, there is still so much to be
learned and experienced by brewers,”

Van Staden continues. “Working
together on a beer allows
two breweries to share
their knowledge and
experience with
each other, and
interactions like
these are priceless.
The South African
craft beer scene will be
better for it in the long run.”

Up-coming
collaborations
While collab-culture seems to have,
until now, been largely centred in the
Western Cape, the joy of brewing with a
beer buddy is spreading. Brendan Hart
of Frontier Beer Co. has teamed up with
Stimela Brewing Company's Tsikwe
Molobye on a passion project. Their
wine barrel-aged wild saison has been
sitting in a chardonnay barrel for the
past few months, inoculated with
brettanomyces and treated to a dash of
local honey. There is no ofﬁcial release
date yet – “the beer tells you when it's
ready”, says Hart – but look out for the
ﬁnished result towards the middle of
2017
Back in Cape Town, a brewday recently
took place for a north-south collab,
although the visiting brewer was from a
little further north than Johannesburg.
Aberdeen, to be precise (that's
Aberdeen Scotland, not the tiny town in
the Eastern Cape Karoo). Dave Grant,
co-founder of Fierce Beer joined Devil's
Peak's JC Steyn in January to brew a
sessionable and pleasantly tart
Raspberry Pale Ale. While on a visit to
Cape Town, the Fierce team
approached Devil's Peak to see if
they'd be keen on a collab. “After
checking their beer proﬁle and chatting
to Dave, we were super stoked with
their interesting range of beers, so it
was a natural yes from us to
collaborate with them,” says Steyn,
adding that he's keen to do a second
collab in Scotland in the future. Look
out for the Raspberry Pale Ale at the
Devil's Peak Taproom.

Eclipse Imperial IPA

Another of Jack Black's collaborations,
the Eclipse Imperial IPA was brewed in
collaboration with Riot Beer. With an
ABV of 7.6% and 65 IBUs, the batch
was named for its brewing date on the
solar eclipse of 1 September 2016. This
brew was all about experimentation, and
brewers Marc Fourie of Riot and Jonas
Krebs of Jack Black (pictured) used two
fairly new hops, Falconer's Flight and
Hallertau Blanc, to see what ﬂavours and
characteristics they could offer. The
collaboration process gave the brewers
the opportunity to learn something new:
“We love talking about brew house
efﬁciencies, lautering times and dry hop
schedules while busy brewing a batch,”
says Krebs. “Information like this is
always valuable and will help us to
improve our beers overall. Fourie of
Riot agrees: “Collabs stimulate growth
when it comes to brewing techniques
and ﬂavour exploration,” he says. “They
always change your view on beer
making, and that's what makes the
process so cool. Also, the outcome is
always a unique, out-of-the-ordinary
creation, which is good for craft beer
industry growth and consumer
education.”

Upside Down Baobab &
Ginger Weiss

Dave Grant, from Fierce Beer
and Devil's Peak's JC Steyn

A collaboration between Cape Town's
Drifter Brewing Company and Zwakala
Brewery, based in Limpopo, the Upside
Down Weiss is a unique blend of
ﬂavours. “One of the exciting things
about the craft industry is that you can
play with any ingredients you want –
some work well and some don't. This

fusion of baobab and ginger turned out
to be a real gem,” says Nick Bush of
Drifter. With its rich, golden colour and
foamy head, the beer has a touch of
spice and notes of tropical fruit. Plus,
thanks to the baobab fruit, it is packed
with vitamin C. The quirky label reads:
"The Bushman believed that Baobab
offended God and, in revenge, God
planted the tree upside down. Luckily,
our upside down beer won't offend
anybody, it is magical.”
Zwakala and Drifter have a longstanding
relationship, so a collaboration
was a natural ﬁt for them, and
for Bush, working with other
breweries is key for the
industry: “It's so important to
build, nurture and grow the
beer community - both
locally and nationally,” he
says. “Working with other
breweries on a collab beer
deﬁnitely helps make this
happen, and it's also just a
hell of a lot of fun!”

Driftwood Berliner Weisse
The Driftwood Berliner Weisse is the
brainchild of Woodstock Brewery and
Drifter. A pale, refreshing, low-alcohol
wheat beer with its origins in Germany,
the beer has a clean lactic sourness that
was achieved through a process called
kettle souring. The beer is very light at
3% ABV, has a tart taste to it, and
according to Nick Bush, is best served
with a dash of syrup like buchu, orange
or ginger.
For the two breweries, coming together
on this project proved to be both fun
and informative. “It's always nice to
brew with another brewer because you
can swap ideas and techniques of the
brewing process and machinery that can
help each other,” says Murray
Stephenson of Woodstock. “It's also a
bit more festive when doing a collab!”
Collaborations also help to solidify
relationships in the industry, and both
brewers agree they're a great way to keep
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things interesting. “As a brewery you
tend to have your core range of beers
that you brew continuously and over and
over. Collaborations offer an outlet for
trying out unusual and more
experimental beers which keep people
intrigued as to what's coming out next,”
says Bush.

Aegir Project/Dissident
Brewing Company
Belgian Tripel
Dissident Brewing Company and Aegir
Project recently joined forces to create a
small batch collaboration. The result was
a Belgian tripel, a style the brewers
researched extensively. They wanted to
keep the recipe as authentic as possible,
and with an ABV of 9.2% and a
balanced spicy, banana ﬂavour, it was a
successful attempt at the traditional style.
For the brewers, the experience was a lot
of fun. “I've always preferred to have a
more social brew day,” says Shawn
Duthie of Dissident. “And collab brews
mean you get to stand around with

another fellow beer geek, talk brewing
and, later on the in the brew, have a few
pints!” Shawn was keen to work with
Rory Lancellas of Aegir, as he has a
wealth of experience, and both were
interested in trying something different.
The project allowed the brewers to share
ideas, and for Shawn, working with
different equipment is always inspiring:
“Each system has its own
idiosyncrasies,” he explains. “Greg (at
Afro Caribbean Brewing Company) and
I actually partly designed our new 440L
brew house based on Rory's system,
which he designed himself.”
While our relatively new craft beer scene
continues to develop, a spirit of
collaboration will certainly fuel this
growth. Most people are drawn to the
industry by a passion for beer, and when
this passion is shared, friendships and
connections are inevitable formed.
When brewers share their unique tastes,
skills and knowledge, the scope of what
a single brewery may have done alone is
immediately widened, and as brewers

The first collab
South Africa's ﬁrst collaboration brew
happened way back in 2012, when
Jonathan Nel of Three Skulls Brew
Works travelled to Cape Town to join
forces with Glenn Adams of Valley
Brewery. Valley of the Skulls
Cascadian Dark Ale (now more
commonly known as a black IPA) was
the brainchild of Nel and Greg Casey,
who later set up Afro Caribbean
Brewing Company. Both of the
breweries involved in the collab have
since closed down, but Casey
reproduces the beer each year at his
Kenilworth brewpub

experiment, consumers are introduced
to styles they may not have been
exposed to before. Many of our
country's top brewers agree that there is
real value in joining forces, and that the
focus should be less on competing than
on working together to ﬁnd ways to
keep the industry interesting, relevant,
and perhaps most importantly, fun.
On Tap
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Markus Korhonen was drinking beer here

The Ales
of Accra
It's not just South Africa that's enjoying a love affair with beer –
speciality brews are gradually catching on across the continent.
Markus Korhonen goes in search of craft beer in Ghana's capital.

O

n a hot evening in the well-todo suburb of East Legon in
Accra there are worse places
to be than K-Power Lounge, with a cold
drink in hand. “Spots” like K-Power are
the ubiquitous local informal drinking
establishments and welcome a wide
clientele. In general, these spots are little
more than a cargo container with a
fridge, and a few plastic chairs scattered
outside for the customers. K-Power, as
spots commonly are, is situated by a busy
roadside and a steady stream of
customers stops in for a drink or two,
often ordering some fresh barbeque
from an adjacent stall to go with their
beer. Here you can also ﬁnd house
bitters (think Jägermeister, not Fuller's)
made by the owner, and while
commercial varieties are also available,
these are frowned upon by the
connoisseur. Traditionally bitters are
made with akpeteshie, a local gin distilled
from palm wine, and ﬂavoured with an
array of herbs and spices. The drink is
thought to have medicinal properties and
a daily regimen of two or three tots is
strictly maintained by the health
conscious.
While there is clearly pride, and possibly
some snobbery, in the production and
consumption of small-batch bitters in
Ghana, the same can hardly be said
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about beer. Lager rules, and a discussion
about different kinds of beers tends to
involve a debate about which of the two
most widely available local lagers is the
better one. There is not much to choose
between them, to be honest, though I
habitually stuck with Club (brewed by
Accra Brewery, an AB-InBev subsidiary)
rather than Star (brewed by Guinness).
Both are light American-style lagers
made with barley and maize. Crisp, easydrinking and refreshing, it's no surprise
that these are well-liked beers in a muggy
equatorial climate such as Ghana's.
Diversifying the beer selection somewhat
are two stouts: Accra Brewery produces
Castle Milk Stout, and Guinness sells the
very popular local variant of Foreign
Extra Stout. The locally produced
Guinness is in fact a very pleasant and
relatively complex beer, with the use of
sorghum in the grain bill adding a unique
fruitiness to the nose. The beer is fullbodied, suitably roasty and bitter, and at
7.5% ABV it also packs a punch, which
makes it more a sipping than quafﬁng
beer. The high alcohol level is detectable
on the palate, and perhaps this and the
fruitiness of the sorghum make the
ﬂavour proﬁle of this beer slightly
reminiscent of a dark Belgian ale.
Travelling through Accra on any weekday
is a hot and tiresome exercise,

occasionally livened up by mild terror.
Trafﬁc is almost always at a standstill, but
occasionally it lurches forward (and
sideways, and in every other imaginable
direction) in a cacophony of car horns
and angry shouts. But braving Accra
trafﬁc and heading north of town to an
area called Kwabenya is well worth the
time and frayed nerves, as it is here that
you will ﬁnd Ghana's only microbrewery.
To describe Ghana's craft beer scene as
nascent would be very generous. Perhaps
it is more accurate to merely state that it
exists. Just. In a nondescript garage, far
from the pleasing chaos of the city
centre, some excellent beer is being made
at Inland Microbrewery. On his small,
custom-built brewery Clement Djameh
and his business partner Fash Sawyerr
produce beers that will hopefully help
nudge the Accra beer crowd towards a
broader appreciation of the craft. At 62
years old, Clement is perhaps not who
you would expect to be spearheading a
craft beer revolution. However, there is
unlikely to be a better champion for the
introduction of new beer styles to
Ghanaian palates. Clement learned to
brew in Germany, and while the German
conservatism is reﬂected in his beers, so
is the German perfectionism.
The brewery is custom-built because all
of Inland Microbrewery's beers are made

One of Accra's many "spots" - the informal drinking
establishments are easy to ﬁnd around the city

Clement Djameh & Fash Sawyerr founders and owners of Inland Microbrewery

Inland produces a range
of highly drinkable sorghum based beers

from locally sourced sorghum, and this
requires a slightly different brewing
process than when using barley. In 2003
Clement undertook a study of the 70+
varieties of sorghum, and identiﬁed 15
that had the required enzymes that made
them suitable for brewing. It is these
varieties of sorghum that are bought in
and malted on the premises to make
Inland's beers. By foregoing barley malt
Clement and Fash not only save on
costs, but also support local farmers.
And while sorghum does produce beer
with a noticeably different taste than any
made from barley, the beers are all very,
very good.
After talking me through the brewing
process, we got down to business and I
was presented with an array of kegs to
do some tasting. The lager is crisp, clean
and brilliantly clear. It is only in the nose
that the sorghum comes through: while a
fruitiness is not an expected aroma in

lager, I think the use of sorghum works
surprisingly well. The sorghum aroma is
present but less noticeable in the fullerbodied red ale. Deep ruby in colour, and
very mildly hopped, this is another
eminently drinkable beer. Arguably
though, the best of the bunch is the
Hefeweizen (well, Hefesorghum I
suppose). While there is no Weizen
(wheat) in it, the fruity sorghum nose
works incredibly well with the banana
esters from the yeast and the result is an
incredibly moreish beer, light but full of
ﬂavour.
Finally, Clement introduced me to the
traditional Ghanaian beer pito. Like many
other African beers, it is made from
sorghum, and soured by the lactobacillus
naturally found on the grain. Pito is
amber in colour, beautifully clear and
lightly carbonated. While traditionally
pito is brewed in very basic home
conditions, Clement had taken more care

with his to ensure that fermentation
took place under the correct
temperatures. Being a fan of sour beers,
I took to pito immediately. Almost like a
lambic, the nose has a strong farmyard
funk, with a distinctive hint of goat. The
level of sourness is not too high, and is
nicely balanced by the medium body of
the beer.
Since Inland Microbrewery's capacity is
currently very limited they only cater to
private orders. A new and bigger
brewery is in the works, and one can
only hope that other brewers will also
enter the game with more experimental
repertoires. Ghana is certainly no beer
destination, at least not yet. But given
the number of craft burger bars, cocktail
bars and trendy restaurants, it is surely
only a matter of time until the
discussion at the drinking spots turns
from the herbs in the bitters to the hops
in the bitter.
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Automated Process Skids
The broad range of our process units includes automated
process skids designed to customer requirements for
various applications in breweries such as:
















Water Softening & Demineralization
Reverse Osmosis
Membrane Deaeration
Column Deaeration
Hops Pre-Isomerization
Wort Cooling & Wort Aeration
Yeast Pitching
Carbonation & Nitrogenation
Multi Component Mixing
Additive Dosing
Flash Pasteurization
Carbon Dioxide Recovery
Cleaning-in-Place (CIP)
Sterilization-in-Place (SIP)
Dealcoholization
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RHOTEC

High Precision Sensors
Centec sensors are applied in laboratory and process
environments. They ensure that products are produced to
consistently high standards and that processes run
extremely efficiently with the least consumption of energy
and raw materials. Our portfolio covers the following
measurements:


OXYTRANS

- O2 in liquids and gases



CARBOTEC

- Dissolved CO2 in liquids



RHOTEC

- Density of liquids



SONATEC

- Sound velocity in liquids



BEERMONITOR

- Functionality of SONATEC and
RHOTEC combined

The Brewing Technology Company.
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Welkom

Kroonstad

Fancy an offbeat weekend away, stopping in at some of
the country's lesser known breweries? Follow Thandi Guilherme
on a tour of the northern Free State.

I

t's not exactly a typical holiday
destination, the northern Free State.
Clarens? Sure. Kroonstad and
Welkom? Not so much. But for this
thirsty traveller, the appeal was not so
much the biggest maize mill (under one
roof) in the world, or the gold mines but rather the two new breweries there.

The beer
Kroonstad is one of those towns that
gets passed by. It's split by the N1 and is
a familiar landmark for those travelling
between Johannesburg and Cape Town
by car. But as Rudi Brits, the brewer at
Appointment Brewery
(facebook.com/appointmentkroonstad),
explained – not many people stop there
for the night, or even a meal. His mission
is to encourage more folk to get off the
highway and into Kroonstad. And as the
head of tourism for the town, he's
perfectly positioned to make it happen.
He's a really interesting guy who not only
runs the brewery and the tourism
council, but is also a real estate agent,
scuba diving instructor, lie detection test
administrator and speaker at youth
church groups. “You've got to keep busy
here,” he says, because “business isn't
great all year round.”
He started homebrewing a few years
before ubiquitous YouTube tutorials
were available. But Rudi didn't follow the
traditional route of graduating from kits
to brewing 20-litre batches on his

stovetop. His ﬁrst brew was 100
litres. It failed miserably, not least
because he bottled in two-litre
Coke bottles. After that dismal result,
he started talking to other breweries,
including Boston and Drayman's, to get a
bit of advice and has grown ever since.
Appointment is tiny. It's at the back of a
local restaurant called Monroe's, one of
his two stockists. He waited a year for his
licence and had to answer some strange
questions from the liquor board in order
to get approval. They were actually
concerned that he was going to be
making moonshine and poisoning
people! Once he got his licence, he really
started experimenting. In fact, he's
still in experimentation phase. There are
no set regular brews; he hasn't even
started bottling yet. He explains that the
demand is not where he wants it to be.
The town hosted an Oktoberfest in 2016
and neat brandy sales surpassed that of
both commercial and craft beer
combined.
The lack of interest seems to be no
obstacle for Rudi though. He decided
that the town needed to learn about beer,
so he started a beer tasting club. They get
brews couriered from all over the
country (and world) and the 12 members
taste and make notes. The uptake is slow
when it comes to actual brewing, but
they have a lot of fun with it - there's
even a ﬂoating trophy for the worst beer

of the club. The beer drinkers in town
are fairly critical of Appointment –
they're not terribly interested unless it
tastes like Castle Lite. This is a far cry
from the beer Rudi really wants to brew,
so he brews accessible beers for his
stockists and experiments on his home
brew system for his own consumption.
We tasted a few of his brews including a
witbier, English pale ale, weiss, porter
and my personal favourite, the blonde.
He also does a variety of ciders and is
experimenting with a Radler.
After our night in Kroonstad, we headed
down to Welkom to visit KeBenJa Craft
Brewery (Cnr Fuel Street and Jan
Hofmeyer). I was really impressed to
hear that there was a craft brewery in my
old hometown. It was also South African
National Beer Day, and luckily KeBenJa
provided an awesome day with live
music, boerie rolls and of course, beer.
KeBenJa is named after the three
owners: Kevin, Ben and Jacques. They
opened up the brewpub in December.
There are two parts to it – the brewery
(with a small pub) and another pub set in
an old train carriage. The brewery is
found in a fairly industrial area of
Welkom, but is attracting good crowds.
There is also impressive distribution of
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Far left: A taster tray at Appointment
Brewery.

Left: One of the pubs at Welkom’s Kebenja
Craft Brewery is set in an old train carriage.
Below Far Left: The Kebenja Brewery focuses
primarily on lagers.
Below Left: Located in the industrial area of
Welkom, Kebenja is attracting good crowds.

the beer in the town's hotels and
restaurants.
Much like Appointment, KeBenJa is
brewing fairly accessible beer based on
the demands of the consumers. They
had cooling capacity from their
homebrewing days, so they focus
primarily on lagers. There are four base
beers: Sunrise Pilsner (Czech Pilsner),
Sunset Lager (amber lager), Laaitjie
Lager (Munich Helles)and the fuller
bodied and more ﬂavourful Midday Ale,
a Belgian-esque brew . They're interested
in European styles, rather than
American, and get a lot of their grains
from Germany and Belgium. They are
brewing on a Spadoni system from Italy.
After some early success, they're looking
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to get into the larger beer festival scene
and have started planning for a few later
this year.

Grab a bite
In Kroonstad there isn't much in the
way of eating and drinking. Besides the
usual franchises, the two main spots are
Monroe's (86 Reitz St; tel: 056 212
4466),where gourmet burgers and
milkshakes are the order of the day and
Arcadia (arcadiakroonstad.co.za), where
ﬁner dining can be enjoyed. The ribs
and steak are popular choices.
In Welkom, you'll ﬁnd plenty of
restaurants ranging from well-known
franchises to delis and ﬁner dining. We
stopped at the Modern Pantry

(facebook.com/mdrnpantry ) for
brunch and were not disappointed with
their offering. Also pay a visit to Siete's
(58 Tempest Road; tel: 057 352 6539),
the town's longest running restaurant,
for their highly rated Herb Steak.

Stay the night
There are plenty of options in both
towns, ranging from family-run cottages
to hotels. In Kroonstad, we found a real
bargain in Pleasant View Cottage. It's
close to town, has all the right amenities
and costs less than R500 for the night. A
quick booking.com search will get you
there.
In Welkom, the prices are slightly higher
but a stand-out B&B is Serenity Green

Guesthouse (serenitygreen.co.za). It's
got the most beautiful gardens and is
very peaceful.
Both towns are fairly quiet all yearround, so there's no need to worry
about booking months in advance.

What else to see
Kroonstad has a few attractions. There
is a Boer concentration camp memorial,
a World War I & II memorial as well as
some truly beautiful churches and older
architectural gems. Just outside of town
visitors can enjoy some ﬁshing, water
sports and there is also a golf course in
town.
Welkom is also known as Circle City due
to the lack of any trafﬁc lights in the
town. Trafﬁc is controlled by circles
only, and is extremely effective. While
you're in town check out Flamingo
Pan, named after the ﬂock of
ﬂamingoes that live there, which also
houses the local yacht club. Phakisa

Freeway (phakisa.co.za) is also quite the
sight, with regular car shows. There used
to be a wine cellar at the bottom of a
mine shaft; the deepest in the world, but
sadly it's now closed. The local golf
club, Oppenheimer Park
(golfwelkom.co.za), is well regarded and
there is even a gold museum in the
library.
So if you're ever passing through the
Free State, why not get off the highway
and check out these two towns. They
might just surprise you!

MORE INFORMATION
Kroonstad
Kroonstad-info.co.za
Free State Tourism
freestatetourism.org

Looking for top quality
brewing equipment
& ingredients?

Find all you need at

www.bevplus.com
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STRADDLING THE PROVINCES:

Dog & Fig Brewery, Parys

There is a third brewery in the northern Free
State…or is there?
The Dog and Fig Brewery
(dogandﬁgbrewery.com) lists its address as
Parys, although when they moved to
impressive new premises in 2015 they
oﬃcially hopped to the North West province.
But provincial borders aside, Dog and Fig can
easily be visited with the other northern Free
State breweries. An hour north of Kroonstad
and an easy hop from Jo'burg, the purposebuilt brewpub has an awesome beer garden
and a very cool kids’ area, featuring toys
galore and an old bus to play in. Beers include
the Boisterous Buchu and the much-lauded
Sturdy Stout – ideal for the cold winter
afternoons in Parys.

homebru

Homebrewing Basics:
Bottling your Beer

Welcome back! In our last article, we covered brewing your ﬁrst beer. Now,
we're ﬁnishing things off with the ﬁnal stage of homebrewing: bottling.

The Bottler’s Flowchart

Marcel Harper

W

hen speaking to homebrewers, you'll notice there are
two camps regarding bottling: those who hate it, and
those who really hate it. So yes, this is deﬁnitely not the
most glamorous part of brewing beer, but it might just be one of
the most essential. After all, how are you going to crack open a
cold one if there's no bottle?

The Basics of Bottling
Now that you've brewed, fermented, and conditioned your beer,
you'll want to package it for consumption. Kegging was covered in
our summer issue, so here we focus on bottling.

Fermenter
Auto siphon

Bottling has some advantages over kegging, the main one being
that you can easily give samples of your beer to friends, family, (and
if you're interested in competitive brewing), judges. On the other
hand, bottling is a bit harder work than kegging, mostly because
instead of ﬁlling only one or two kegs, you'll be ﬁlling at least 30-40
bottles.
The main objective of bottling is to siphon your homebrew from
the fermenter into the bottle without spoiling or contaminating it,
and then allow it to carbonate naturally to become that wonderful
liquid we love, beer!

Bottling
bucket

Bottles

Equipment
Fortunately, bottling your beer is relatively equipment-light. Here's
what you'll need:
• Clean bottles (for a 19 litre batch, you will need around 45 x
440ml brown glass bottles)
• A bottle capper
• Bottle caps (known as crown caps)
• An auto-siphon (see below)
• A bottling bucket (i.e. an empty fermentation bucket)
• 95 g of priming sugar (I recommend dextrose or glucose,
which is easy to get from your local pharmacy)
That's about it. A few notes on the equipment: although it's
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possible to siphon your beer in other
ways from the fermenter to the bottling
bucket, you really should get yourself an
auto-siphon. Ask your local homebrew
supply shop - it will save time and a lot
of frustration! If you can't get hold of
an auto-siphon, you can use
fermentation buckets with a spigot at
the bottom. That way, you can run a
hose from the spigot into the bottle. But
be warned, it can be messy!

Bottling Day
It's time. You've got your beer
fermented to the correct ﬁnal gravity of
1.010 (If you've been following our Best
Bitter recipe that is – see On Tap, Summer
2016), you've got all your equipment,
and (this is highly recommended) you've
got your brewing buddy by your side.
Bottling is a bit of a pain, but it's more
so without any help.

Step 1: Cleaning

your fermenting bucket. Now position
the auto-siphon's inlet an inch or two
above the bottom of the fermenter that way, you'll avoid sucking up too
much gunk. Position the siphon's outlet
in the bottom of the bottling bucket,
underneath the surface of your sugar
syrup.
Now you can siphon your beer, nice and
slow, into the bottling bucket. The
natural motion of the liquid will ensure
that the priming sugar mixes in, so you
don't need to stir. In fact, now is a good
time to talk about what you don't want to
do.

Step 3: Bottles and Caps

• Don't bottle too soon! Let your beer ferment
properly. It needs to go through primary and
secondary fermentation as well as cold
conditioning before bottling, so packaging
your beer after only 7 days in the fermenter
is generally a Bad Idea.

The priming sugar you'll sterilize by
dissolving it in some mineral water and
boiling it for at least 10 minutes.

Hint: When ﬁlling your bottles, it really
helps to have your brewing buddy
nearby.

You want to mix the priming sugar into
your fermented beer to allow for
carbonation in the bottle. But you also
don't want all that spent yeast, leftover
hop residue, and other gunk getting into
the bottle. Here's where your bottling
bucket comes in.
Pour the priming sugar mixture into the
bottling bucket and then place it below

• It's an art. Belgian brewers have had
centuries to perfect it, so don't expect to nail
it ﬁrst time round. It's also pretty easy to
introduce off ﬂavours in your beer if you
don't condition it properly.
• A lot of problems start before you even
bottle your beer. So to begin with, use fresh,
healthy yeast. Store yeast in the fridge, not
on the windowsill in the sun. Check the
yeast's expiration date—if it's expired, chuck
it in the bin. If you're using dried yeast,
rehydrate it before pitching. If you're using
liquid yeast, make a starter and use a
pitching calculator (easy to ﬁnd on the
interwebs) to ensure that you're pitching
enough live cells.

You're almost there! Now that your beer
is primed, you can go ahead and siphon
it into bottles. I like to quickly clean and
sterilize the auto-siphon before this step,
so consider doing that as well.

Step 2: The Bottling Bucket

For your purposes as a newbie homebrewer,
bottle conditioning is a convenient (and cheap)
way to use the yeast already in suspension to
carbonate your beer inside the bottle. The
alternative is to ﬁlter and force-carbonate your
beer, which is the preferred method for most
commercial brewers. But that requires
equipment that is (mostly) out of reach of your
average homebrewer. For your ﬁrst batch, here's
what you need to know about bottle
conditioning:

Next to keeping things clean, you should
also try to avoid agitating the beer and
thus introducing oxygen into it. While
oxygen was our friend during
fermentation, it is deﬁnitely not going to
help your beer in the packaging phase.
So, keep things slow and steady. Don't
splash the beer into either the bottling
bucket or the bottles later on.

By now, it should come as no surprise to
you that cleaning and sterilizing will be
important to successful bottling. Clean
and sterilize your bottles, the crown
caps, the bottling bucket, and the autosiphon. Make sure you take great care to
do this properly, as ruining your beer at
this stage through contamination is
surprisingly common.

Shoo the pets away and take a deep
breath. Time to bottle your beer.

Bottle Conditioning

Try to work nice and steadily. Again,
make sure that your siphon's outlet tube
is positioned at the bottom of the bottle
to avoid splashing. You can control the
ﬂow by simply pinching the tube with
your ﬁnger. Fill each bottle with about
an inch or half-an-inch of headspace, no
more. Overﬁlling your bottles (right to
the top) can cause over-carbonation and
gushing when opening; underﬁlling may
lead to your beer being ﬂat or near-ﬂat.
Have your brewing buddy place a cap on
each bottle as soon as it's ﬁlled, and then
crimp the cap using the capper. Useful

• When transferring your beer from fermenter
to bottling bucket and from bottling bucket to
bottle, don't siphon from the bottom of the
vessel. Leave an inch or two of space to
avoid sucking up all the gunk.
• Make sure that you store your bottles at
room temperature, preferably at around 1618 degrees Celsius, for at least 10 days. This
will ensure proper carbonation and utilization
of the remaining yeast in the beer.

hint: have your sanitizer-ﬁlled spray bottle at
the ready to take care of anything that might
contaminate your beer (e.g. touching the siphon's
hose to the ﬂoor).

Another hint: have some crates handy to receive
your bottled beer. Having close to 50 bottles of
beer standing around is asking for trouble.

BREW-IT-YOURSELF
Not just any Imperial IPA, 400
Brewing Company's Harambe is
an Imperial Black IPA, named for
the gorilla that was shot at
Cincinnati Zoo in 2016. This
seasonal brew is released just
once a year on May 28th – the
anniversary of Harambe's death.
But if you can't wait until then,
here's the rec ipe so that you
can try to recreate this complex, bitter and
aromatic brew at home.

Harambe 25 l
Imperial IPA

And that's it! You should now have a
couple of cases worth of bottled beer
on your hands.
What to do with them? Unfortunately,
you can't drink them. Yet.
You've ﬁrst got to allow the yeast that's
still inside the beer to carbonate it by
munching on that priming sugar you
added. For that to happen, your beers
need to stand for about 10 days at room
temperature. Keep them out of the
sunlight and in a nice safe place.
Although rare if you've followed
our instructions, there is a small
chance of bottles exploding when
they become over-carbonated.
This is usually due to either a wild
yeast infection or because you
bottled your beer when it wasn't
fermented to its ﬁnal gravity yet.

BREWED &

BOTTLED

BY ME

To avoid a potential mess,
place a thick towel over your
crates of bottled beer to
catch anything in the case of
explosion.
After 10 days, it's time to
crack one open! Stick a few in
the fridge, let them chill, and
savour your ﬁrst, hand-made
homebrewed beer. Isn't that
lovely?
On Tap
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Nuts & Bolts
Batch Size: 25 litres
Boil Time: 60 min
Mash at 66°C
Original Gravity: 1,086
Final Gravity: 1,010
IBUs: 100
Fermentation at 19°C

Mash Ingredients
8,50 kg Pale Malt (2 Row) US (2,0 SRM)
0,50 kg Black (Patent) Malt (500,0 SRM)
0,4 kg Cara-Pils/Dextrine (2,0 SRM)
0,37 kg Caramel/Crystal Malt - 40L (40,0 SRM)

Boil Ingredients
50 g Magnum [12,00 %] - Boil 60,0 min
25 g Magnum [12,00 %] - Boil 45,0 min
35 g Simcoe [13,00 %] - Boil 30,0 min
80 g Simcoe [13,00 %] - Boil 0,0 min
35 g Centennial [10,00 %] - Boil 0,0 min

Dry Hop/ Bottling Ingredients
35 g Centennial [10,00 %] - Dry Hop 12,0 Days
35 g Magnum [12,00 %] - Dry Hop 12,0 Days
35 g Simcoe [13,00 %] - Dry Hop 12,0 Days
5 g Centennial [10,00 %] - Dry Hop 5,0 Days
5 g Magnum [12,00 %] - Dry Hop 5,0 Days
5 g Simcoe [13,00 %] - Dry Hop 5,0 Days
With thanks to Carl Nienaber of 400 Brewing
Company

HOMEBREW SN A FUS
On Tap reader Rudie Buys recently did his
very ﬁrst brew. All didn't quite go to plan…
I received a nice beginner starter kit and
was super excited to 'do it' on what was
probably the hottest day I've experienced in
a while....
All going along, step-by-step and soon hit
snag #1: the need for clean ﬁltered water...
LOTS of it. Not too easy once one has
started and now need to produce 23 litres
with only two 750ml ﬁlter jugs! Once this
was accomplished, I hit snag #2: cooling the
lot down! I ended up putting the stainless
30-litre pot in the bathtub, ﬁlled with cold
water, blue ice blocks and packed-on ice
from the freezer walls... still getting it to
drop only to 32--34°C. Only later did I
realise I should have delayed the 'now enter
yeast' step till the wort has cooled. So, spent
about 30-Mission Impossible-minutes
looking for a plastic bucket shop or a retail
shop at 17:30, to source a container to suit

the rather large pot I still had 'bathing'! In
my hopeless search, I end up back home
feeling the egg drip off my face for being so
careless at my ﬁrst attempt at a true craft,
and then recalled I may have a container in
the roof-storage (attic as some may say).
Low and behold, as if the pot of gold at the
end of a brewing rainbow, I had a perfect ﬁt
container all along.
I then, in what felt like an organ transplant,
moved the fermenter (with the help of my
Mrs, lord bless her), to the coolest part of
the house (the shower ) and kept checking
the temperature as someone with OCD to
make sure it was now in a 'happy place'.
So here's hoping that my Laurel and Hardy
antics will produce a good brew.
Got a Homebrew Snafu to share? Email
lucy@ontapmag.co.za and you could see
your tale in the next issue.

Filmatic

against the grain

Craft
Distilling
Craft isn't all about beer. Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela
delves into South Africa's emerging small-scale spirits scene.

F

DIVERSITY IN DISTILLATION
Although, like brewing, distilling is a maledominated industry, female distillers are out
there. Time Anchor Distillery, Johannesburg's
ﬁrst craft distillery is the brainchild of ShannaRae Wilby which started in 2015. Her brands
include a white rum made from African
blackstrap molasses, and a contemporary style
gin called Botanics, which is made using local
fynbos, Boekennout honey, honeybush, rose
geranium, sour ﬁgs and rosehips Early last
year, she also casked her ﬁrst whisky which
will be available for sale in 2019.
Another female-led distiller is LPV Distillery,
founded by Velene Peters. LPV is one of the
new players in the spirits industry which
interestingly shares premises with Mad Giant
brewery in Johannesburg. The distillery
currently makes a unique range of vodkas
using locally grown sweet potatoes. Let's hope
that brewer and distiller come up with some
exciting collaborations.
The country's ﬁrst and currently the only black
owned and operated distillery, Au Gold Distillery
has been in operation since early 2016. The
company takes its name and its inspiration
from its home city, Johannesburg –
the City of Gold.

Right: Distillique offers a
range of distilling courses
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or many years, the South African
distilling industry ﬂourished, with
numerous distilleries scattered
around the country. All this changed in
the 1960s when laws were introduced
declaring many of these private distillers
illegal. The right to distill was thereafter
entrusted to few well-connected
companies who produced the housename spirit brands we all know of today.
For years, these few, select companies
took full advantage of their monopoly as
the old distillers, their skills and
knowledge got lost within the history
books.
Since deregulation in 1994, the craft
distilling industry has started to see
revived growth. This has also been due to
initiatives introduced by the Department
of Trade and Industry; which aim to
restructure the overall liquor industry by
breaking existing monopolies and bring
new entrepreneurs on board.
So, exactly how many craft spirit

producers are there in South Africa
currently? That number depends on who
you ask. According to Gert Bosman,
owner of Distillique (a company that
offers training and sells equipment for the
distilling industry in South Africa) and
founder of SACDI (Southern African
Craft Distillers Institute), there are
currently 59 licensed and operational craft
distilleries in South Africa, with the
majority located within the Western Cape.
Others put the number as high as 80,
which probably includes those still within
the process of setting up. It is estimated
that by end of 2017, the total number of
craft distillers will be close to 100.
Volume-wise, these distilleries can range
from 500 bottles a year to 15,000 bottles
per month and represent just 0.23% of
the overall spirit industry.
The number of distilleries is steadily
growing, but much like the craft beer
industry, the amount actually being
produced remains tiny. In fact, the current
estimated total annual sales of craft spirits

Far Left and Left: Time Anchor Distillery,
founded by Shanna-Rae Wilby in 2015 is
distilling a range of spirits
Below Left: Moritz Kallmeyer, of Drayman's
Brewery and Distillery, brewed his ﬁrst batch
of whisky in 2007

in South Africa falls way below two
million liters per year allowed by a single
license. That means the entire industry's
manufacturing capacity could actually be
accommodated within a single micromanufacturing license. Bosman is quick
to add that the industry continues to
grow tremendously as seen by the rapid
rise in the number of stills his company
imports each year. Distillique has
ofﬁcially trained over 4500 individuals
since it opened its doors in 2009, further
displaying an immense interest in this
industry. The attendees come from over
30 countries including a few in southern
Africa.
The craft distilling industry has taken
many lessons from craft brewers, but the
industry already seems more organised,
in part thanks to the founding of
SACDI. According to Hendre' Barnard,
organiser and coordinator of SACDI,
the Institute is there to assist current and

future Craft Spirit Producers; to educate
the consumers about the value of Craft
Spirit and to promote honesty and
integrity within the industry. SACDI has
also laid down a deﬁnition of what
constitutes a craft distillery. Among
other stipulations, the production
process does not employ computer
based automated equipment or ﬂow
systems; distillers can't produce more
than 1000 liters of absolute alcohol per
batch and all the phases of the
production process are executed and
controlled by the producer (distillation,
spirit enhancement and bottling).
I had the privilege of attending the
inaugural SACDI conference held in
November last year. The event was very
well attended and represented by the
industry, with approximately 100
attendees. I got a glimpse of the South
African craft distilling industry at this
conference through the insightful
presentations and exhibitions, plus got

to interact with several already
established distillers and those still trying
to ﬁnd their way in.
One of those distillers is fellow brewer,
Moritz Kallmeyer, founder of
Drayman's Brewery and Distillery.
Kallmeyer started his craft brewing
business back in 1997 and started
experimenting with distillation in the
mid-2000s. It was only in 2007 that the
distillery became an ofﬁcial part of
Drayman's Brewery, when he made his
ﬁrst batch of whisky. He cites legislation
as the biggest challenges he faced
starting within the spirits industry.
Interestingly, in recent years there have
been many other craft brewers who have
ventured into distilling. Late last year,
Black Horse Brewery also added
“Distillery” as part of their name, while
Clarens Brewery and Drifter Brewing
Company are also dabbling in gin
production.
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The Western Cape not only has the
highest number of micro-distilleries in
the country but also has the oldest in
South Africa, Jorgensen's, owned by “the
still man” Roger Jorgensen. Jorgensen is
one of the best-known and most
respected distillers within the industry
who makes a great range of spirits,
which include vodka, gin and brandy.
Inverroche Gin Distillery in Still Bay,
which started in 2007, is one of the ﬁrst
distilleries to emerge onto foreign shores
to showcase their excellent fynbos gin.
They are currently exporting about 15%
of their production to 13 different
countries. Distillery 013 is KwaZulu
Natal's ﬁrst artisanal distillery, opening
in 2009 and currently producing a range
of rum, gin , vodka and Africa's ﬁrst
Cachaça (a sugar cane spirit).
South Africa's distillers have a wide
range of raw materials to choose from –
grapes, grain, fruits, sugar cane, herbs
and even some blue agave (the largest
production outside of Mexico, according
to Barnard). Brandy is a popular
product, partly because many of the

brandy distillers are also wine farm
owners or are set up near a wine farm.
Whisky is less commonly made, largely
since it has to be matured for a
minimum of three years.
Gins and vodka are also ﬁnding favour.
Fynbos Gin has received a lot
international recognition with a few
distillers making this truly South African
product. From a gin-maker's perspective,
fynbos offers up a vast array of different
ﬂavor combinations. Interestingly,
ﬂavors from these botanicals are not
generic, but can be unique to a certain
farm or mountainside, further creating
diversity and ensuring no two gins taste
exactly the same.
Unfortunately, the current National
Products Act is drafted in a manner that
only describes what the macro
manufacturers are capable of and
doesn't cover production methods
outside the norm of these big
companies. For an example, per the
South African Law, brandy is a spirit
produced from grapes, whereas in many

parts of the world any fruit can be
distilled to make brandy spirit. Mampoer
is a truly South African 'brandy', double
distilled from fermented juice of marula,
peach, litchi, pineapple or other fruits.
There is also a South African spirit
called witblits (Afrikaans for white
lightning), which is a grape fermented
amateur brandy – our version of
American moonshine. Witblits is tightly
regulated, not leaving any room for the
craft distillers to be innovative with these
spirits.
The South African craft distilling
industry may still be in its infancy but it
has great potential to claim its place
within the global world of spirits by
creating unique drinks showcasing the
wide range of botanicals, fruits and
herbs indigenous to the African
continent.
With thanks to Hendre' Barnard, Moritz
Drayman and Shanna-Rae Wilby for their
assistance in writing this article.
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The Beerginner's Guide

Beer Flavours : The Good
With “The Bad” out of the way (On Tap, Summer 2016,) Jaco Hamilton-Attwell
continues his series on The Good, the Bad and the Ugly of beer ﬂavours with a tasty
look at what you might ﬁnd in your glass.
Whether you are sitting by the beach, with the
sun beating down and your beer evaporating at
lightning speed, or in a dark pub on a cold
Boston night, sipping a barrel aged barley wine,
there are certain things that we always expect
from a good beer - that the main ingredients
shine. The malt should always play a part, even
if it is just to provide backbone. The hops will
always provide bitterness, but the level will vary
depending on the beer. The yeast's only job may
have been to convert sugar to alcohol, or to add

vast amounts of ﬂavour and aroma. Even the
water pays an important role, its composition
making certain other components be more
subdued or 'pop'.
Most beers are made from four ingredients –
water, malt, barley, yeast – and in this article we
will discuss the aromas and ﬂavours that three
of these ingredients bring to the beer - water is
a topic all of its own.
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Malt, the base ingredient

Beer generally derives at least 50% of its
fermentable sugars from malted barley.
Considering the amount of malt that
goes into the drink, it is only fair to
expect it to make an appearance in the
ﬂavour and aroma. The ﬂavours that we
can get from malted barley vary greatly,
covering a spectrum from cream cracker
and caramel to Milo, chocolate and
coffee.
Bread, crackers and what most people
describe simply as 'grainy' are perhaps
the most common beer ﬂavours, with
the common variants being toasted
bread or bread crust.
Corn is another common aroma,
especially in “mass produced lagers”,
usually because of the use of corn as an
adjunct, but it can also be from the malt.
Almost all malts produce this aroma, but
it is usually driven off in the boil.
Lighter malts, especially Pilsner malt,
give off a lot of corn, hence the reason
that these malts are boiled for extended
periods, usually 90 minutes.

Hops - the spice of life
beer

These beloved creepers are the main
source of bitterness in beer, and also
often provide the prominent aromas
and/or ﬂavours in a beer.
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Hops can give a very wide spectrum of
ﬂavours and aromas. Anything from
ﬂoral (Target) to grapefruit (Cascade),
pine/resin (Chinook) and soft spices
(Saaz) to berries (EKG), earthy
(Fuggles) and wood/mint (Northern
Brewer) thrown in just to keep you on
your toes.
Most beer styles have a required level of
hop ﬂavour and aroma, ranging from
having “very low to no hops” or “little
more than a background note of
spiciness” to “an aggressive, punch-inthe-face hop presence.”
Hops also add bitterness to a beer - a
critical component, as it counters the
sweetness from the malt. Bitterness
ranges from anywhere between “sweet
but with just enough bitterness to stop
the beer from being cloying” to
“aggressively bitter with a supporting
malt backbone”.
Hoppy beers are not
necessarily bitter.
Lots of beers are very hoppy
(high in ﬂavour
and aroma of hops),
but they do not
have high levels of bitterness.

There are numerous strains of yeast,
some of them are “clean” - they
contribute very little ﬂavour or aroma
(notably lager yeast, as well as American
ale strains), while others can give off
fruity/berry notes (English yeast
strains), banana and clove (German
wheat strains), spices (Belgian strains)
and even farmyard aromas
(Brettanomyces strains). All of this
while converting starches to ethanol and
CO2!
The brewers and scientists in our
industry have been using their
phenomenal knowledge to ﬁgure out
what magic these “invisible” creatures
do to make us happy (and sometimes
sad the next day). They have found
amazing processes, complex
arrangements and other things that I do
not know how to spell, but they will all
agree that the yeast cell still holds
mysteries that have not been solved.
Did you know?
A packet of 11g dried yeast
contains around 220,000,000,000
cells. Considering that there are
~7,000,000,000 humans alive at
this point (with the number of
humans ever being
~108,000,000,000), that means
that you are pouring more yeast
cells into your beer than there have
ever been humans on this earth!

Yeast - little workhorses,
complex monsters
The world is your oyster…
and that oyster has been
added to a beer

These microscopic beings that we
nonchalantly pitch into our wort are the
reason why we get some of the amazing
subtleties, complexities and of course,
alcohol in beer.

WARNING: If you're a disciple of the
Reinheitsgebot, then you might want to
skip this section.

If it did not run away fast enough, there
may be a recipe for beer that includes it
as an ingredient. As well as oysters,
brewers around the world have been
known to add anything from coffee and
chilies to whole pizzas, goat brains and
bulls' testicles into their brews.
A beer using other herbs or spices, like a
witbier that uses orange zest and
coriander, should be a balancing act
between the beer and the “extras”. The
beer may be in the background, but it
must be noticeable.
The trick of this to make the additions
shine, without overpowering the beer
completely. It is very easy to make a
one-sided beer – a beer that tastes and
smells just like the addition and nothing
else. To get the beer and the additions to
play nicely is a sign of a great brewer.

chocolate, vanillas complement woody
ﬂavours while sourness contrasts sweet
fruit. These additions can be (and
usually are) quite subtle, as the balance is
critical.

How can you learn to
identify these aromas and
flavours?
The answer is a simple and good one:
Drink lots of beer! While doing this, go
through the kitchen and smell the spices
and herbs. Now do this in your everyday
life; pay attention to the smell of that
grapefruit that you are slicing, the
freshly cut grass, your ﬁrst cup of
coffee, the fresh bread. The same goes

for ﬂavours. Stop and think about what
you are smelling or tasting.
Beer is a social drink, so get a few
friends together and do tastings. It is a
lot of fun and you can learn a lot from
others who might be more sensitive to
an ingredient, or just better at
identifying them.
Books like Tasting Beer by Randy
Mosher are a great help, but simply
reading reviews of the beers online
(untappd.com, ratebeer.com,
beeradvocate.com) can also be a great
source of information.
Happy tasting!

Sometimes the addition is there to
accentuate, complement or contrast
either a beer component or another
addition. For example, salt accentuates

NFP
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Style guide

Embracing
the craze
for haze
I
Lucy Corne

t's known by some as New England
IPA and by others as Vermont IPA.
It also goes by “milkshake IPA”, and
has even been referred to by the franker
beer observer as “Hazy AF IPA”. Indeed
the most obvious deﬁning feature of this
latest version of our beloved IPA is its
appearance – so hazy in fact, that it is
often completely opaque. Some brewers
have become so obsessed with the idea of
producing the murkiest beer they can
manage, they've even added ﬂour to the
mash tun.

New England IPA (NEIPA) isn't a new
beer. It's largely agreed that the “style”
dates back to The Alchemist's Heady
Topper, which beer nerds have been going
nuts about for ten years or so. But you'll
ﬁnd no mention of 'New England IPA'
on the can – the legendary Heady Topper
is simply a double IPA that happens to be
unﬁltered.
Woodstock Brewery produced
a small batch of New England
earlier this year - but you had
to get to the brewery
quickly to taste it.
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But last year, New England IPA became a
thing. Beer writers, brewers, drinkers and
beer geeks have butted heads over
whether it's actually a new style or simply
a trend and this isn't the only thing that's
polarised the beer-drinking community.
Some love the beer for its soft, rounded
mouthfeel, comparatively low bitterness
and lashings of hop ﬂavour. Others
despise “milkshake IPAs” for their
murkiness, claiming they're little more
than poorly made ales.

“The ﬁrst time I had a New England
IPA, I hadn't heard of the style and
just thought it was a badly made
beer,” says Shawn Duthie of
Dissident Brewing Company. He
recently brewed a batch of NEIPA
with Greg Casey of Afro Caribbean
Brewing Company and found there
was a lot more to it than simply
doing a poor job of brewing. “While
at times it did seem easier as we
could skip steps such as recirculation
or whirlpooling, this isn't the sort of
beer you can stumble upon simply
by being lazy in the brewhouse,” he
says. “In many ways it's actually very
tough to get the super hoppy ﬂavour
without the bitterness.”
Afro Caribbean isn't the ﬁrst South
African brewery to tackle the style
(for the sake of this article, let's call
it a style). Devil's Peak launched their
(awesomely named) Juicy Lucy IPA
at the 2016 Cape Town Festival of
Beer. Head brewer JC Steyn was
inspired by beers he'd tasted on trips
to the US, including Trillium and of
course Heady Topper. Juicy Lucy is
not only a great example of the style,
it was also a great example of how
contentious this beer can be. At one
end of the bar, people couldn't get
enough, sharing their elation on
Twitter and Instagram. Others
posted pics of the beer but for
different reasons, its cloudy
appearance instantly putting them
off.
So just why is the New England IPA
so hazy? Well pretty much every
ingredient does its bit to add to the
murk, but its appearance is more a
side effect than the ﬁnal goal. The
goal is to create a heavily hopped
IPA that displays massive amounts
of fruitiness both on the nose and

when you swallow – but without the
characteristic bitterness. Instead of
the crisp, spritzy mouthfeel we
associate with typical West Coast
IPAs, the New England version is
creamier and fuller-bodied. But the
methods used to achieve these aims
lead to a hazy beer and brewers have
embraced that and made it a part of
the character of the New England
IPA.
“For Juicy Lucy we make use of lots
of oats and wheat,” says Steyn.
When it comes to hops, Devil's
Peak's brew has “no bittering
additions, followed by heaps of dry
hopping”. For many the key is in the
yeast – something that brewers
generally like to keep to themselves,
though English ale strains tend to be
a popular choice.
Not wanting to be left out, even
water plays an important role, with
brewers recommending a higher
balance of chloride to sulphates,
helping with that rounded, juicy
mouthfeel. The end product, when
done well, should essentially give the
feeling that you're slurping down a
glass of freshly juiced hops, but
without the bitterness that anyone
who's ever been foolish enough to
chew a hop pellet will recall. The
New England IPA is the perfect
demonstrator that hoppiness and
bitterness are not the same thing.
South African brewers are still
experimenting with the haze craze,
but we might just see more
milkshake IPAs in the near future.
Some suggest that, since they have
all the hop ﬂavour without high
levels of bitterness, the style
potentially has a wider appeal –
assuming people can get past the
unconventional appearance that is.
On Tap

Grab a glass
Devil's Peak's Juicy Lucy (above)
is part of the Explorer Series,
and will be available periodically
both in bottles and on tap at
select venues. Afro Caribbean
will launch their NEIPA (below)
in early March, just as soon as
it's murky enough. You can also
check out a duo of New
England IPAs at the 2017
SouthYeasters Summer Fest.
The Cape Town homebrewing
club and the Helderberg
Homebrewers will each have a
version of the beer – taste both
and vote for your favourite.

Beer meets food

Cooking

with Beer
Wayne Reid

I

recommend doing all the prep for this recipe
before your guests arrive so that you don't have to
spend time in the kitchen while you could be
chatting. You can make the fondue in advance, but
remember that the longer it simmers, the thicker it gets.

Beer
Cheese
Fondue

This recipe serves about six people.
Ingredients
250g Emmentaler cheese
250g Pecorino cheese (you could also use Gruyère)
50g Parmesan (optional)
2 tbsp. cake ﬂour
Pinch of salt
Fresh ground black pepper
Green Tabasco sauce to taste
1 bottle of beer (330ml) – I used a mildly fruity pale ale
I brewed myself but you can use any pale or amber ale,
or even a lager if that's all that's in the fridge
Method
Grate the various cheeses.
Combine the cheese, ﬂour, salt and black pepper in a
bowl.
Pour the beer into a saucepan over medium-low heat

Restaurant review

Joe’s
Beerhouse
Lucy Corne

160 Nelson Mandela Avenue, Windhoek, Namibia;
+264 61 232 457; joesbeerhouse.com.
Average main course N$120-150
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and slowly bring it to a simmer.
Slowly add the cheese mixture into the beer. Add in
small batches and stir it into beer until the cheese melts.
Add a few drops of the Tabasco sauce and taste.
Cooking should take approximately 15 minutes. If the
mixture gets too thick you can always add more beer to
get that nice stringy texture. Once the fondue is at the
desired texture, transfer to a fondue set, keeping it
warm with a tea light.
Pair with a malt-forward beer and serve with lightly
toasted garlic bread. Or as it's beer fondue, you could
change it up and serve with fresh pretzels.

S

ometimes you just need a beer.
And when you've walked the
length of Windhoek (granted,
not the largest capital city on earth) at
the tail-end of summer, the
combination of dry, dusty air and
desert-like temperatures really demands
a nice cold pint.
Joe's Beerhouse has the widest selection
of beer in Windhoek, though don't visit
expecting anything along the lines of
the Beerhouses we know and get tipsy

at here in SA. The beer list is heavy on
lager – deﬁnitely Namibia's favourite
beer style – and you'll ﬁnd all the local
versions on offer: Windhoek, Tafel and
Hansa, plus a range of SA lagers. But
there is speciality beer to be sipped too,
notably a range of local and imported
weissbiers, a few South African craft
brews and if you time your visit well,
Urbock.
The food is pretty much a vegan's
nightmare. There are a few vegetarian

dishes (they're really more sides than
dishes) but this place is carnivore
heaven. Game strongly features on
the menu – zebra steak, crocodile
and gemsbok sosatie, springbok loin,
kudu ﬁllet and oryx lasagne are but
some of the local is lekka options on
the menu.
I chose the eisbein, but couldn't do
the giant chunk of beast justice.
Perhaps I should have opted instead
for the 'health steak' – a 200g piece
of beef served with fresh fruit and
some garden greens. It seems banting
has reached Windhoek, even if
vegetarianism hasn't.
I rarely go without dessert, but with
what felt like a kilo of pig skin in my
belly and temperatures inching
towards 40 degrees outside, there
really was only one option for afters
– a second pint of Paulaner Weiss
while listening to the local band
playing in Joe's inimitably quirky
garden.
On Tap
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CRAFT BEER EMPORIUM
GARDEN ROUTE

WILDERNESS
HOTEL
BLUE
OLIVE
FLAVA

N2 HIGHWAY

POMODORO
COCOMO

THE BOOTLEGGER

special feature

Swapping

grapes
for
grain
As beer continues to gain ground in the South African beverage world,
Murray Slater chats to former winemakers who decided to leave
the vineyards and step into the brewhouse.

T

he great civilisations of Greece and
Rome changed the course of history
and brought the rest of the world
education, philosophy and wine through
aggressive conquest. They did however, fail to
conquer the barbarian hordes of central
Europe. Evidence of this is quite simply, beer.
The Germanic tribes of central Europe,
whose alcoholic tipple of choice was ale,
resisted the Greeks and Romans. Hence
barley and hop farms, not vineyards,
dominate the landscapes of modern
Germany and the Czech Republic. The great
civilisation never penetrated central Europe
with its education, philosophy and wine. It is
said the light of civilisation never touched
central Europe. Well lucky for us.
Wine, forever romanticised and synonymous
with higher culture and sophistication, has
been the sphere of the landowning class:
picture vast sun-drenched lands populated by
lush vines and white-walled mansions of
enormous wealth. Meanwhile, beer is in the
hands of the uncivilised hordes lurking in the
dark shadows cast by large cold stainless steel
tanks, surrounded by industrial concrete
landscapes. A war between wine and beer has
raged for over two millennia with both having
various golden ages and revolutions.
A common trend in South Africa and

speciﬁcally the Western Cape is for
winemakers to change tack and sail in the
direction of brewing the nectar of the
barbarians. Wine and beer fundamentally
utilise the same principle. “Fermentation
science is universal, even if it differs between
mediums,” says Chris Spurdens, formerly part
of the wine-making teams at Durbanville
Hills, Vrede en Lust and Rust en Vrede. Like
many others, he has turned to the dark side
and now owns and brews at Apollo Brewing
Company.

Never the twain
Essentially the art of keeping yeast happy is
where the similarities between brewing and
winemaking end. Wine is beholden to a
seasonal harvest of raw products (grapes),
whereas beer is a perennial exercise in which
raw ingredients are relatively stable all year
round. “It's an old saying but 'wine is made in
the vineyard', says Spurdens, 'while beer is
made in the brewery.'”
JC Steyn, perhaps the poster boy for dark side
converts, is the former winemaker at Signal
Hill and Dornier Wines and now head brewer
at Devils Peak Brewing Company. “I no
longer have to worry about vintage variation
due to climatic conditions,” he says. He is
also quick to point out that “brewing is very
meticulous whereas winemaking has a speciﬁc

With winemakers becoming
brewers, there is increasing scope
to creating beer and wine hybrids.
Devil's Peak has launch numerous
beer-wine hybrids including Vannie
Hout, a brettanomyces-infused,
barrel-aged, farmhouse ale which
spends six months in chardonnay
and pinot noir barrels. Their Vin de
Saison sees whole grapes being
incorporated during the brewing
process. Red Sky have created
PinotAle that “enthuses”
Beyerskloof Pinotage
with a pale ale.
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Above Left: Former winemaker Chris Spurdens now owns Apollo Brewing Company.
Above Right: "In beer, yeast rules supreme," says winemaker-turned brewer Norman Gapare.

artistic element to it”. This is where it's
easy to see a big difference between the
two. Wine vintages are different and raw
material-induced inconsistency is seen
part of the art. On the other hand, such
inconsistencies in beer are seen as faults,
perhaps because of the former
domination of mass-produced beer
whose deﬁning quality is consistency.
Mark Goldsworthy, who once made
Edgbaston Wines and now owns and
brews at Red Sky Brewery, highlights a
process differentiator, “The biggest
difference for me is that in brewing you
have to covert starches to fermentable
sugars whereas this highly fermentable
sugar is created naturally in grapes,” he
says.
Norman Gapare used to make wine in
Zimbabwe at Mukuyu Winery and now
is a brewing consultant at the brand new
East Coast Brewing Company in Natal.
He also has his own beer label, Big Trees
Brewing Co. Gapare observes that in
wine, yeast is used once and does not
inﬂuence the major characteristics of the
ﬁnal product. In beer, “yeast rules
supreme”.
So why have these four winemakers left
the romantic vineyards for the dark
shadows? What was the calling?
Accessibility for one. Goldsworthy of
Red Sky wanted to start his own
business and starting a brewery is a lot
more accessible that buying a wine farm.
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Spurdens from Apollo saw an
opportunity in beer due to the oversaturation of winemakers that pour out
of oenology programmes. Steyn from
Devil's Peak saw a great potential for
growth and discovery in the beer
industry. Gapare from Big Tree
Brewing's decision was market-related as
the Zimbabwe market was
overwhelmingly beer orientated. I
suspect that there are many other
winemakers out there either thinking of
joining the beer revolution or who have
started implementing beer revolutionary
tactics to engage the younger generation
which beer has claimed hands down.
You just have to look at the way wine
marketed itself prior to the so-called
“Beer Revolution”. It was very
traditional, with names and labels that
spoke to the conservative older
generation. Now you see a younger
generation of winemakers that has
worked in Europe, Australia and the
USA looking to make wine 'sexy' and
appealing to a younger, more visually
orientated audience. It's not uncommon
now for wine labels to resemble the
creativity of labels that cling to beer
bottles. The shackles of convention are
being broken. How much of that can
we thank the beer revolution for? Steyn
observes this trend, “The new
generation of winemakers are now
heavily focussed on making wines that
are unique, expressive and vastly
different from their neighbour or fellow

wine makers”. Wine merchant Terrence
Van der Walt has observed interesting
trends in wines sales that can be linked
to the beer revolution, “People thirst for
greater variety and restaurants need to
have exciting premium wines by the
glass in line with the price range of the
R40-R50 beer,” he says.
Beer has a much larger arsenal of variety.
All four ingredients in beer - water,
grain, yeast and hops - can be
manipulated with endless combinations,
while wines' weaponry is generally
reliant on grape varieties and wood. Yet
wine still has the upper hand, as
consumers' palates are relatively well
educated and reﬁned compared to the
modern beer drinker. Poor quality will
be less likely to be tolerated by winos
than by 'fresh off the Black Label bus'
beer drinkers. Spurdens hopes that the
beer industry could beneﬁt like wine
from better quality control, “There
needs to be a board that tastes samples
of the beer and decides whether they
pass as drinkable or not”. Sign me up
for that.
It is true that wine and beer are still at
war for the customers' palates. Anyone
that understands anything about the art
of war knows ﬁrstly, you must know
your enemy, and secondly, use their
strengths to beat them. I know four
coverts to the dark side that might just
be doing that.
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Our resident beer-rating fanatic Jaco Hamilton-Attwell and his judging team
put South African hops head-to-head with their overseas counterparts in a pale ale showdown.

battle of the beers

Pale Ale face-off
W

hat would happen if you took three experienced
BJCP judges and gave them ﬁve different hoppy
beers, but you tell them nothing about the beers
other than that they are all “pale ales” (a wide categorisation
that covers everything from British bitters to American pale
ale)? The judges were told to not judge the beer to style, but
only on the hops and their interaction with the other
ingredients. What we didn't tell them? That some of the beers

In the South African Corner

used exclusively South African hops while others featured
international hops.

We only managed to get hold of two South African-hopped
beers for the tasting. It seems there are very few beers made
exclusively with South African hops. There are of course more
–Jack Black Cape Pale Ale and Brewhogs No 2, for example,
but we couldn't get hold of them in time.

In the International Corner

Copperlake
English Ale

Two Okes
African Pale Ale

And Union
Sunday Pale Ale

The aroma here was
“sweet fruit”, including
a melange of tropical
fruit and stone fruit, with
a touch of spice. The
hops were less evident
in the ﬂavour than in the
aroma, leaving your
mouth feeling like it
came to the party too
late. Overall this is an
easy-drinking beer and
was the best
demonstration of South
African hops.

Alas, the Two Okes brew
showed a quite high
level of corn (DMS),
which overpowered the
hops. We did pick up
some pleasing spicy,
ﬂoral hop notes, but
these were light in both
ﬂavour and aroma.

This had a vegetal and
smoky character to it,
along with oxidation
notes, which really
detracted from the
experience, but the beer
did show citrus, herbal
and earthy hop notes on
aroma and ﬂavour.
Again, the beer showed
plenty of hop aroma, but
ﬂavour-wise the hops
were muted.

Although we found very few beers that are brewed only with
South African hops, it's clear that our home-grown hops have
great promise (some might say Southern Promise…). With
South African hops now being exported, international breweries

Brewdog
Vagabond Pale
Ale

Brewdog's Vagabond Ale
offered up a grassy,
pear-like and ﬂoral
bouquet that was
equally well-presented
in both ﬂavour and
aroma. Although a slight
aged/oxidized character
was picked up, the hops
were still front and
centre.

Devil's Peak Pale
Ale
This was a hands-down
winner, with good ﬂoral,
spicy and citrus ﬂavours
and aromas, as well as a
light smoked note,
almost reminiscent of
chipotle. The beer
showed a lot of
complexity, with hops,
bitterness and all the
other ingredients being
very well balanced, but
that complexity did not
stand in the way of
drinkability. This beer
can play the role of
super quencher or be a
beer to savour and
dissect.

are beginning to add a little South African ﬂavour to their
repertoire and are producing some amazing beers. South
African brewers should step up to the plate and make sure that
we have more local versions that showcase our great hops.
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Pub
Quiz

This issue, the quiz goes continental. Smart phones away,
laptops closed – it's time to test your African beer
knowledge. For the answers go to www.ontapmag.co.za
1.

Which of these is not produced by Namibia
Breweries: Tafel Lager, Camelthorn Weizen,
Skeleton Coast Amber Weiss, Swakopmund
Brewing Co Märzen.

2.

What is the national beer of Lesotho?

3.

In which country does Tej originate?

4.

Who is the headline speaker at the 2017 Craft
Brewers Powwow in Cape Town?

5.

What is used alongside malted barley for the
majority of the grain bill in Mozambique's Impala
beer?

6.

In which country's beer scene would you ﬁnd a
Dodo standing up to a Phoenix?

7.

Which capital city is home to Big Five Breweries?

8.

Which country is the largest producer of hops on
the African continent?
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9.

The ﬁrst Guinness brewery outside Ireland was
built in which African city in 1962?

10. Where would you be if you were drinking a can of
Mosi lager?
11. Which South Africa beer is named for a Karoo
town with a population of 1050?
12. Which country boasts a beer named after Africa's
longest river?
13. And which country's beer takes its name from
Africa's highest mountain?
14. Which South African province has the fewest
microbreweries?
15. If you wanted to order a 2M, a Manica or a
Laurentina Preta, which country would you head
for?

Wholesale suppliers to the brewing industry.
We value personal service and strive to bring forth loyalty through eﬃcient service.
Our Products include:
- Hops
- Hop Products
- Yeast
- Malt
- Brewing equipment
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